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Canada’s Munro Wins Nobel Prize

By Andrew Wilkins and Melanie
Tutino

Kristin Cochrane, The McClelland & Stewart
Doubleday Canada Publishing Group

Canadian writer Alice Munro was
announced yesterday as this year’s
winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature. In its typically succinct citation,
the Swedish Academy described her
as a “master of the contemporary
short story.”
Munro is primarily known
for short stories often set in small
towns. Her collections include Who
Do You Think You Are? (1978), The
Moons of Jupiter (1982), Runaway
(2004), The View from Castle Rock
(2006) and Too Much Happiness
(2009). Her most recent collection is
Dear Life (2012).
Her current publisher for English language markets is Random
House, through its Knopf (US), McClelland & Stewart (Canada) and
Vintage (UK) imprints.
Among others, Munro is published by S. Fischer Verlag in Germany, Lumen in Spanish, L’Olivier in
France, and Atlas in Sweden.
“I think I’ve said the word ‘Canadian’ about a thousand times—
I’ve never been so excited. I was such
a reader of hers before I became her
publisher,” Kristin Cochrane, Executive Publisher, McClelland & Stewart
Doubleday Canada Publishing Group
told Publishing Perspectives.
“She’s already so widely known

Tracy Fisher, Director of Foreign Rights,
William Morris Agency

Random
happiness in
Hall 8 . . .

Publishing’s Leap of Faith

Editorial by Edward Nawotka,
Editor-in-Chief
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Last year, while the Frankfurt
Book Fair took place, daredevil Felix
Baumgartner sailed a hot air balloon
24 miles up into the air and jumped
out of it. No one knew quite what
would happen. Was he going to burn
up? Disintegrate? Black out? Would
his parachute or oxygen fail? Would
he die?
Not knowing what’s going to
happen is also an integral part of the
book business. Will the book sell?
Your guess is as good as mine.
But all that is changing. When
“Fearless Felix” took his leap of faith
from the edge of space, he did so
having calculated the risks. The judi-
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cious application of data—gleaned
from decades of research into aerodynamics, biomechanics, physics, and more—helped make what
seemed impossible possible.
Data and a hell of a lot of guts.
Data too is changing the book
business. Spanish publishing consultant Javier Celaya of Docedose
calls data the “oil” of the book business, both the fuel and lubricant that
helps make the engine run. For all of
the consternation the introduction
of digital publishing has incurred,
it’s undeniable that publishers are
now equipped to make better decisions. Digitization, and the data it
delivers, has helped open the eyes of
publishers, many of whom had been
happily relying on hunches, instinct
and guesswork informed by experience.
To take but one example, for
many years I watched week after
week as an exasperated septuagenarian editor tallied up page after
page of handwritten sales numbers
faxed in from bookstores to compile
a list of weekly bestsellers, resulting in an unreliable and improvised
gauge of the book business; today,
we have Nielsen BookScan. And who
can argue that a handwritten double-entry ledger is better than an excel spreadsheet for helping compile
the all-important, dreaded P&Ls?
But does a surfeit of data have a

potential downside as well? A realtime stream of point-of-sale data
from online retailers can send your
heartbeat racing when you’ve committed the bulk of your marketing
money on a first-day lay down and
the book just doesn’t seem to be getting traction. And sometimes, just
looking at the anemic sales of your
favorite literary novel—a book you
know a writer committed years of
his life to writing—can be truly sobering.
But the fact is that data can tell
you “what” something is, but not
necessarily the “why” of something.
“Fearless Felix” may have

and widely read, but I think this
will help to grow her audience well
beyond what it is now. This is also
wonderful for the short story genre.
There are people out there, unfortunately, who still don’t immediately
come to short stories. She is the top
short story writer, and the Nobel
win confirms and celebrates that.”
“At the moment I’d like to hand
out paint banners and put them all
over the Fair, but we haven’t had
time to celebrate yet,” said Becky
Hardie, Deputy Publishing Director,
Chatto & Windus in the UK. “She’s a
woman, which is disproportionately
under-represented in the Nobel.
She’s a Canadian, again, something
that gets overlooked, so it’s just a
fantastic combination.”
Munro is represented by the
William Morris Agency.
“We’re beyond proud and
thrilled. She’s an amazing choice,”
said Tracy Fisher, Director of Foreign
Rights at the agency. “As her agency,
it’s a very special moment. And she
isn’t just a magnificent writer, she’s
a wonderful, humble person. And
it’s very special that publishers
around the world—whether they’ve
published her or not—have been so
genuinely happy about the selection.
We’re just happy to be a part of it.”
In 2009, Munro received the
Man Booker International Award for
her body of work.
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known the risks of what he was doing—and he jumped anyway. Why?
Well, why not? It was something extreme and awe-inspiring that no human in history had ever done. Publishing is a bit like that. We do what
we do without knowing the end result and each book is its own unique
adventure.
Sometimes, despite knowing
the data, you’ve just got to close your
eyes and jump.
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Behold! The 72-hour “Atomized” Book India: Where Local Trumps Global
By Porter Anderson
On Friday afternoon, don’t leave the
Fair without stopping by Hall 8.0,
N170, right beside the Publishing
Perspectives Stage. There, Ed Finn,
Director of Arizona State University’s innovative Center for Science
and the Imagination, will be finishing a book begun just 72 hours previously in league with a team of writers and technicians.
Sprint Beyond the Book is a
project sponsored by Intel Corporation, in part to prototype an experimental publishing platform.
“The reason we call this Sprint
Beyond the Book,” Finn said, “is because we realize we’re spending an
incredible amount of effort trying to
recreate the print experience online.
And I think that’s a terrible mistake.”
If, Finn said, we try to make
digital books become what print has
been for so long, “we’re missing the
boat on all these incredible things
that digital text can do that we don’t
do right now. New types of collaborative texts, for example. Imagine
sitting in a classroom and collaborating on a text, adding your notes,
making your comments as you go
through it together. “
As Finn spoke, something along
those lines was happening right behind him. Not by students but by a
group of key writers in a book fair
booth.
The team spent the week at a
conference table, intent on writing
sections of the coming book and on
presentations of the interface the
platform is expected to produce. The
ensemble—Finn, Jane Friedman,
Joey Eschrich, Dan Gillmor, Leo Kon
stan
ti
nou, and Charlie Stross—are
supported by several writers off-

site including, Finn said, Exprima’s
Corey Pressman and Intel futurist
Brian David Johnson.
Even with Intel’s strong technical support and sponsorship—and
with the caliber of the specialists
gathered around the project’s table
in Frankfurt—creating something
that can be called a book in 72 hours
is no mean feat.
“It’s not as chaotic as I thought
it might be,” said team member Jane
Friedman. She’s the Digital Editor
for Virginia Quarterly Review and the
former Writer’s Digest publisher, a
noted expert and speaker in the field
of digital developments in publishing. She’s also the author of a satire
on the topic, and in this case is contributing to each of the main chapters of the book being co-written
with her associates.
Each chapter of the Sprint Beyond the Book text looks at a question to do with the future of books
and publishing.
“I just finished a piece on how
to publish an ecosystem of change—
who decides what gets published?”
she says. Her idea is that such decisions will be dispersed among
various stakeholders in a publishing
project, a scenario industry observer Mike Shatzkin has termed “atomization.”

The 238 nominees for the 2014
Astrid Lindgren Memorial Award
(ALMA) were named yesterday at
the Frankfurt Book Fair., Chairman
of ALMA and Helen Siegland, Alma’s
director, took the stage to discuss
the awards, 2013 laureate Isol, and
the 2014 award ceremony.
Nominations came from 68
countries. Awards Chairman Larry
Lempert said that was most impressive about the list of nominees was
that 54 were first-time nominees.
“The most important thing is that
the nominating bodies have really
diversified the list and opened our
eyes to the world,” Lempert told
Publishing Perspectives. Nominations, from over 100 bodies worldwide, were up 15% on last year.
The 2014 award will be announced on 25 March 2014 and presented at a ceremony at the Stockholm Concert Hall on 2 June 2014.

On Wednesday at the Frankfurt
Book Fair, Simon & Schuster CEO,
Carolyn Reidy, signed a distribution
deal with Yilin Press in China to distribute Mandarin Chinese ebooks to
readers outside China. A ceremony
took place at the Yilin Press stand in
Hall 6.1 to mark the occasion.
Titles to be distributed include
both classic and modern Chinese
works as well as Chinese translations of literature from around the
world.
“Yinlin press has for decades
been dedicated to introducing top
foreign works to mainland Chinese
readers through first-class translations,” said Gu Aibin, President of
Yilin Press. “Now we think it’s time
for us to serve a global audience,
making Yilin’s Chinese language
titles available to overseas Chinese
readers.”

The “Sprint Beyond the Book” team

By Vinutha Mallya
Everyone is talking about how India has the “numbers”—population, market potential, readers . . .
you name it. And almost everyone is
looking to do business in India.
The recent explosion of interest in India is a result of the ongoing
expansion of the domestic market.
To take but one example, Penguin
Books India is reporting year-onyear growth of 12–15%.
“Even though we say that we
are in a globalized world, we are
publishing many more local authors.
This is the case not just in India, it is
so in countries like the US and UK,
in Southeast Asia, and practically
everywhere else,” says Ananth Padmanabhan, VP Sales & Marketing,
Penguin India.
“Our market is important just
now. We focus on India and our authors because India matters now,”
says Karthika VK, Publisher, Harper-

Collins India.
Indian readers have changed,
says Ananth. “They are younger.
They feel patriotic about Indian
writing. More Indian authors are being read than ever before.”
Although India has published
nearly every genre, awareness of
genre segmentation—such as commercial fiction, fantasy, and crime—
is recent, says Karthika.
Publishers in India are asking:
“What should we publish, and for
whom? With which channel? And
at what price?” said Ananth. There
is disruption in the marketplace
because of the entry of global players like Amazon, he says, “but is the
market ready?”
Karthika VK and Ananth Padmanabhan will be in conversation with
Mark Dessler today at the Publishing
Perspectives Stage (H 8 N170). “Spotlight on India: Publishing Trends and
The Marketplace”, 11:30–12:00.

Massive Field for 2014 S&S to Distribute Chinese Language Ebooks from Yilin Press
Astrid Lindgren Award By Hannah Johnson
Center: Carolyn Reidy, CEO Simon & Schuster and Mr. Li Rui Hwa,Vice President of Yilin Press
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Imported Books Still in High Demand
concerning the market share by
books edited and printed in other
countries, has resulted in a small
surprise. According to BookScan’s
analysis of the 100,000 bestselling
titles in Brazil over the past three
months, imported books account
for nearly 5% of all tracked sales.
Extrapolating from this data, it
would rank foreign publishers as
the fifth largest editorial group in
Brazil.
The most interesting finding
concerns the number of titles in
the market. In the same analysis
of 100,000 titles, nearly 24% of
those titles come from other countries, of which most were books
printed in other languages.
And another surprise: Portugal—which, for obvious reasons,
had for many years been the largest book exporter to Brazil—does
not figure in the top 10 countries
currently exporting books to its
former colony.

Brazilian Books Are Ready for the World
By Karine Pansa, President,
Brazilian Book Chamber (CBL)
More than 70 authors and 170
publishing houses, representing
Brazilian literature and book production are attending the Frankfurt Book Fair this year. This is a
wonderful opportunity for our
book market to reach its long-term
goal of increasing book exports
and copyright sales abroad.
Brazil has certainly made
progress toward achieving this
goal: copyright exports have increased from US$495,000 in
2010 to US$880,000 in 2011, and
reached US$1.2 million dollars in
2012. This is an increase of 143%
over just two years.
Our expectation is that many
Brazilian publishers will find business opportunities at the Frankfurt Book Fair, where they can be
more visible to the Fair’s 8,000 exhibitors from 111 countries. Such
international exposure will help
Brazil publishing sector reach its
target of 3%–7% business growth
over the next 12 months.

Germans and visitors from
around the world can see here why
Brazil is already the ninth largest
publishing market in the world,
according to the International
Publishers Association (IPA). The
Brazilian publishing industry had
a turnover of BR$4.98 billion in
2012, during which time 435 million books were sold.
Brazil’s Guest of Honor program is but one effort to highlight
to the world our ongoing plan to
increase global book and copyright exports.
Brazilian Publishers Project is
the primary organization behind
this effort to internationalize our
book market, a project that was
launched five years ago by the CBL,
in partnership with Apex-Brazil
and more than 60 editors.
The 170 Brazilian publishers
that are present in Frankfurt have
the support of Brazilian Publishers Project, which includes training for new publishers, workshops
with national and international
experts, and discussions of rights
and business opportunities.

Advancing Knowledge. Inspiring minds.
Calendar
of events
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Books and
rights catalogue

www.viaimpressa.com.br

As a lusophone country, for many
years Brazil was dependent on
book imports from abroad to help
fill out the assortment of books
demanded by readers from its
bookstores.
But the development of the
Brazilian printing and publishing industry, particularly over the
past two decades, has resulted in
an industry that produces some
57,000 new titles per year, according to the 2013 edition of survey Produção e Vendas do Setor
Editorial Brasileiro (Production
and Sales of the Brazilian Editorial Industry) carried out by FIPE
(Institute of Economic Research
Foundation), CBL (Brazilian Book
Chamber) and SNEL (National
Union of Book Publishers).
One would think that indigenous production would have
pushed a few of the overseas titles.
Today, data compiled by
Nielsen BookScan Brazil data

SPONSORED BY THE BRAZILIAN BOOK CHAMBER (CBL)

Meet the Brazilians: 4 Questions for 3 Publishers

1. What types of books does
your company publish?

2. Are you selling rights? If
so, what two books are you
most excited about bringing
to the fair?
3. Are you looking to buy
rights? If so, what kinds of
books are you interested in?
4. What should the world
know about the Brazilian
books market?

Raimundo Gadelha (center)
Publisher, Escrituras Editora

Joana Monteleone, Executive
Editor, Alameda Casa Editorial

Juliana Messias, Junior Editor,
and Janaina Gomes, Sales Manager, from Nova Alexandria

We publish many different
styles. We began 20 years ago
with poetry and photography.
Now we publish cookbooks,
textbooks, books about cinema,
novels, and children’s books.

We publish academic books,
mostly in the human sciences,
for university students and also
for teachers. We supply universities.

Our group has three imprints;
we publish children and YA
books, classical literature, fiction and non-fiction for adults.
We have also started publishing
Scandinavian crime.

I would like to sell rights to my
own novel called Somewhere
over the Horizon. I would also
suggest a book by Frederico
Pernambucano de Mello, who
has written about the Cangaço
movement and a biography of
Benjamin Abrahao.

We’ve already done business
with an American company
called elibro; they sell licenses
to university libraries that use
Portuguese language books . . .
We also just sold PDFs to the
Spanish bookseller Arnoia; they
print on demand.

We have very great potential.
We have wonderful writers, but
unfortunately we haven’t yet
reached the right path to make
our authors well known and
that’s why we are here.

We think in the academic world
that digital will become a big
thing. We are thinking about
how to make books more than
PDFs. This is new in Brazil, not
everyone has thought about it
yet.

Yes, I would like to buy rights to
good quality children’s books
and cookbooks that primarily teach children how to cook
simple recipes.

We are selling rights. One book
we think will interest foreign
editors is an anthology of essays
by Silviano Santiago, and another book is a novel by Carlos
Nejar, called The Black Flame
of Joy.
We are buying rights and looking for children’s books for ages
0-10, YA series, and books that
will appeal to women, both fiction and non-fiction.
The Brazilian market is a
closed one, but it’s growing.
It’s expanding especially for
young adult books; they get lots
of space in bookshops. This all
began because of Harry Potter—teenagers in Brazil have
continued to read since then.

Bookstores Should Have Vast Kids’ Sections: Brazil Chain CEO
By Olivia Snaije
The key to making bookselling
work said Pedro Herz, CEO of Brazil’s biggest book chain, Livraria
Cultura, is to keep customers in
the shops.
Herz was on the Publishing
Perspectives stage yesterday discussing what makes bookselling
work in his country.
His company sells not only
books but also CDs, DVDs, newspapers and electronics. It also
runs events in theatres and auditoriums and most of its shops have
cafés.

What started out as a small
lending library run by Herz’s
mother in 1947 has evolved into
19 bookstores, including a 4300
square meter flagship store in São
Paolo. Herz recounted how initially the business grew too fast.
He began again, growing more
steadily—“if you have a healthy
infrastructure and backbone,
then you can grow”—and opened
a bookshop in a shopping mall, a
first for Brazil and the beginning
of a trend.
Books remain 65-75 % of his
business but his customers can
follow debates in auditoriums,

go to the theatre, attend cooking
demonstrations, and have a coffee
with a sandwich for sustenance.
Herz’s company also sells
books via the Internet, which represents 22% of his business. Books
will remain important in Brazil,
said Herz, “…it is such a young
country, there’s a lot to learn with
books and it’s the cheapest available way to learn. At the moment
we have some problems with our
educational system but one day
that will be solved.”
Herz believes in investing in
the young reader. “Parents are an
essential part of this. We invite

parents and kids to the store; kids
have their own mileage program.
One must have an attractive and
big children’s section in a bookstore.”

Pedro Herz
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Brazil v. Germany, Writers v. Writers
By Celso de Campos Jr.
“Our literature ignores football. I repeat: our writers do not know how
to take a throw-in,” said the late
journalist and playwright Nelson
Rodrigues, complaining of Brazilian
literature’s failure to address the
country and world’s favorite sport.
Since then, much has changed.

Numerous authors and publishers
of fiction and non-fiction are now
fixated on football, winning fans and
readers. But the question asked by
the old master remains: have the
writers finally mastered the art of
throw-in and other football fundamentals?
Let’s find out. In an initiative
sponsored by the Goethe-Institut in

São Paulo, Brazil a group of writers
has come together to form a new
football club, Pindorama FC—the
Brazilian National Writer’s Team.
Undaunted, or perhaps inconsequential, these literary stars will face
off in a classic international duel for
their debut, facing Germany—the
team known as Autonama—this Friday night.
The team, conceived of earlier
this year, brings together 16 writers
from various parts of the country,
and includes novelists, columnists,
short story writers and biographers.
No doubt the Germans—who are the
European Writer’s Cup champions—
are not likely to tremble in fear.
But in Frankfurt, the Brazilians have one advantage: the coach
of the Brazilian team is legendary
left-winger Pepe. And football, as
we know, is full of surprises. At the
very least, we know that Nelson Rodrigues, looking down from his skybox in heaven, will know that Brazil’s writers have learned to make a
throw-in with soul.
Celso de Campos Jr. is a journalist and
writer. His book, “The Jewels of King
Pelé,” will be published later this year.
The match, free to attend, will take
place at 7:00 p.m. at the Sportplatz
Sossenheim in Frankfurt.

Brazilian National
Writers Football
team makes its
debut against
Germany tonight.

Celso de Campos Jr.

The Art of Saying Everything in 16 Words
a Brazilian project
by Editora Reflexiva

The Life as a book.
The Book as a place.
Hall 5.1
Stand F145
Exhibition of books in multiple formats using a 16-word text to illustrate the history of writing.
The collection of objects in 48sqm is also a metaphor of the story of a common
reader who sees and leads his life as a book that’s being written
(Around the World in 16 words) and became an author and a publisher.

Oscar-Winning Director Brings Flipintu aims to help book discovery
Cinematic Skills to Frankfurt
By Joy Hawley

By Olivia Snaije
French scientist and Oscar awardwinning documentary filmmaker
Luc Jacquet was in Frankfurt this
week running a workshop with
13-year-olds within the framework
of the we.learn.it initiative, which
supports the development of collective learning experiences.
Jacquet, best known for his
2006 documentary March of the
Penguins, coached the children
about filmmaking and then asked
the group to go out with cameras
and shoot a scene at the Frankfurt
Book Fair.
“I wanted to put the kids into a
director’s shoes. They already know
how to photograph, they take snapshots all the time, but I told them I
wanted one scene that conveyed
emotion,” said Jacquet.
Both Jacquet and the we.learn.it
crew were astonished at the creativity and diversity of the narratives in
the five films the children produced.
“When you give them the key to
invest in their own creativity, the energy is considerable. Cinema is sexy,
it makes kids dream but you can
pass a message along as well,” com-

mented Jacquet.
Following the success of March
of the Penguins, Jacquet founded an
NGO, Wild Touch, which helps people interested in making films about
nature conservancy find the means
to do so. The digital revolution has
made it easier and less costly to
make a film, which has worked in
Jacquet’s favor. Part of the work
he does fits in perfectly with the
we.learn.it concept of a hands-on
approach in the classroom in order
to inspire children.
“Innovation and creativity are
what get me out of bed. Thirteen is
the right age to get kids going. By
allowing them to be creative, they
become people who think, and emotion is a very powerful thing,” said
Jacquet.

Since over 80% of online book purchases are made by people who already know what they are looking
for, German startup Flipintu aims
to help people discover books they
don’t know they want yet—and enables readers to buy them at the moment of discovery.
Flipintu integrates blogs and
website content into a user-friendly
online platform organized by topic.
Currently in a closed beta version,
Flipintu centers on reading, but encompasses much more than books.
By browsing hundreds of topics,
from science and technology to gardening, Flipinto users can discover
new books in any given category. In
addition to searching by topic, one
can also search by “channel.” Each
channel offers a wealth of articles,

pictures reviews and book previews,
among other content. A number of
book publishers, as well as bloggers,
authors, readers, and enthusiasts
run their own channels. In addition,
Flipintu has its own content editors.
Beyond the platform’s colorful,
clean interface, what sets Flipintu
apart is that it not only bundles online content, but it also sells ebooks.
Both ebooks and print books can be
purchased from the platform’s integrated shop, as well as many social
reading functions for in-app reading.
Bloggers and readers who run their
own channels also receive a part of
the proceeds from all of the books
which are discovered and purchased
on the platform.
By the end of 2013, Flipintu’s
creators plan to launch the complete
website, including an English language version at Flipintu.com.

10 Facts About Brazil’s
Booming Book Market
By Vinutha Mallya

Brazil’s stagnant economy has not
deterred the growth of entertainment industry, which includes
books. A presentation on Wednesday by the market research agency,
GFK International, highlighted important facts and growth areas of
Brazil’s book market:

1

The revenues of the entertainment industry (games, toys,
films, and books) grew at the rate of
13% in 2012–2013. In this period,
book industry’s revenues grew by
10.6%.

2

More people are buying books
in Brazil. Within the entertainment industry, books formed 41% of
total revenue.

3

Fiction and Children’s books
are driving the growth in Brazil. General literature books grew by
15% in 2013. Some of the bestselling Brazilian authors of general literature are Paulo Leminski, Augusto
Cury, Luis Fernando Verissimo and
Eduardo Spohr.

4

Books for children and youth
are the second most important
genre, which is growing at 17% in
sales. They make up 28% of all general literature books.

5

Religious books are the third
most important genre in sales.
They make up 11% of general literature books sold. Marcelo Rossi, a
priest, has three books in the Top 10

list of bestselling religious books.

6

Self-help is the fourth most
important genre in sales. The
genre is growing at 16%. There is a
high presence of local authors in this
genre. About 55% of Top 50 sellers
among Self Help books are by Brazilian authors.

7

Fiction sales are growing at 9%
annually. The number of fiction
titles originating in Brazil is growing
at 12%.

8

There is a dependence on translations from foreign languages
in the general literature category.
These make up 33% of all books sold
in that category.

9

In a survey of leading concerns
among Brazilians, educational quality was highlighted as the
third most important concern, after
“crime and law enforcement,” and
“financial stability.” The professional
and educational books category was
39% of total books published in
2012, but decreased to 36% in 2013.

10

Exports of Brazilian books
are also growing. Of the Brazilian books sold in Europe (Austria,
Germany, Italy, Portugal, Spain and
Switzerland surveyed), 93% are general interest titles, while 6% are religious books. Germany and Portugal
are the top two export destinations
for Brazilian books. The bestselling Brazilian authors internationally are: Paulo Coelho, Augusto Cury,
Jorge Amado, and Guilherme Fiuga.

Indonesia’s Sea of Opportunities

FutureBook Shortlists Five
for “Most Inspiring Digital
Publishing Person” Prize
By Porter Anderson

By Joy Hawley
Indonesia is the Frankfurt Book
Fair’s Guest of Honor in 2015. A
country with over 240 million people spread over an archipelago of
some 17,500 islands, Indonesia has
a huge and extremely fragmented
book market, said Kestity Pringgoharjono, Executive Director of the
Lontar Foundation in Jakarta.
Indonesian literature has been
impacted by a unique blend of influences, as well as a strong oral
tradition, which Haidar Bagir, the
president of the Mizan Group, explained at Thursday’s introductory
breakfast.
“Today there are more than
1,000 book publishers in Indone-

sia—largely concentrated on Java—
and around 50% of the books published are translated from other
languages,” she said.
Hary Sudiyono, director of the
digital education company Pesona
Edukasi, touched on the increased
demand for digital content in Indonesia. Although Indonesia has grappled with ebook piracy, Sudiyono
is confident that there is a bright
future for digital publishing in Indonesia, which he has experienced
for himself at Pesona Edukasi, which
develops interactive activities to be
embedded in educational ebooks.
In general, many of the participants stressed the importance
of children’s book publishing: as
25% of Indonesia’s population are

school-aged children, children’s
books are a significant and growing
market. Print books will remain significant in Indonesia, particularly in
early education. This sentiment was
echoed by IKAPI (The Indonesian
Publishers Association), which said
that as eager as publishers are to
expand into digital publishing, it is
important to start small and develop
expertise to offer the best possible
products.
The representatives of Indonesian literary institutions and publishers are excited to present their
country’s literature at Frankfurt in
2015, and are already working on
developing translation programs
and many more offerings to highlight Indonesian literature.

Five high profile individuals in publishing based in the UK and US are
shortlisted for the FutureBook Innovation Awards’ Most Inspiring Digital Publishing Person, sponsored by
the Frankfurt Book Fair.
As announced Thursday evening on the Publishing Perspectives Stage in Hall 8.0, the quintet of
shortlisted candidates are:
• Otis Chandler, Co-founder and CEO
of Amazon’s Goodreads
• Richard Nash, Vice President of
Community and Content at Small
Demons
• Dominique Raccah, Publisher and
CEO of Sourcebooks
• Charlie Redmayne, CEO of HarperCollins UK
• John Sargent, CEO of Macmillan
These awards—now three
years old—were founded by Sam
Missingham of The Bookseller, the
parent company of The FutureBook.
The awards are given at The
FutureBook Conference in London
each year. This year, the conference
is set for November 21.
A full list of nominees for all of the FutureBook prizes are online at publishingperspectives.com.

Leadership Strategies in Book Publishing – July 20-25, 2014
Leadership Strategies in Magazine Media: July 13-18, 2014
The Yale Publishing Course is designed for mid to senior-level professionals from all over the world.
Our mission is to provide participants with the knowledge and skills that will enable them to be more
effective leaders and advance their careers.

To learn more, visit http://publishing-course.yale.edu

Why should you attend the Yale Publishing Course?
“I think it’s very useful
for managers to learn
about leadership and
management strategies.”

Jonathan Saint,
Primary School
Publisher, Gill &
Macmillan, Ireland

“I’m about to embark on 19 hours of flying and it’s my second
time here, would I do it again? Absolutely.”

Kirsty Melville,
President, Book
Division, Andrews
McMeel (YPC Speaker)

“This exciting program
expanded my vision and
gave me practical ideas and
new ways of thinking about
the business of publishing.”
Sergio Vilela, Editorial
Director, Planeta,
Colombia

Cynthia Wellings, CEO, Ausmed Education, Australia

“

“

“YPC Speakers
were not
afraid to deal
with the hard
topics. Overall, it was a
great balance between the
crunching realities and
inspiring possible routes to
the future.”

“The YPC curriculum
touched upon all aspects of
publishing and I was very
impressed with the range
of speakers. It was a wealth
of information
that I am very
grateful to have
obtained.”

Janet Nieves, Royalty &
Profit Share Manager,
Random House, USA

Come meet Tina C. Weiner, Director of the Yale Publishing Course, at the Yale University Press booth #J90, Hall 8

Smoked Reindeer, Tango and Booklovers Finnland. Cool.
By Saskia Vogel
Why is Finland Cool? There’s Finnish tango and heavy metal—plus,
75% of parents read their children
bedtime stories, Finland has the
world’s most avid newspaper readers and its libraries are used more
than any other country’s.
In Finland, “reading belongs to
everybody,” said Dr. Iris Schwank,
Director of Finnish Literature Exchange (FILI) and Finnland. Cool.,
Finland’s campaign as Guest of Honor at next year’s Frankfurt Book Fair.
At Thursday’s press conference
to introduce Finnland. Cool., Juergen
Boos, Director of the Frankfurt Book
Fair, Paavo Arhinmaki, Finnish Minister of Culture and Sports and author/journalist Roman Schatz joined
Schwank to present the campaign—
and to tell us what’s cool about Finland. Citing impressive facts about
reading and engagement, the panelists painted a picture of a country for
whom literature is indispensable.
“You can’t be a full citizen without
being literate,” said Boos.
Finland’s domestic titles sell
at least as many copies as books in
translation. Minna Castren, Publishing Director, General Publishing, at
Otava told Publishing Perspectives:
“We’re working very closely with do-

mestic authors to take them abroad.”
Castren is particularly excited about
The Hummingbird and The Thing
That Makes One’s Heart Beat Faster,
in addition to introducing beloved
Finnish author Katja Kallio to an international audience.
Leena Majander, Publisher, Vice
President at WSOY, is eagerly awaiting the translation of Sami Sillanpaa’s A Chinese Love Story, which she
compared to The Bookseller of Kabul.
“Finland has a record high number of translations coming out,” she
adds, “Over 300 next year.”
In the run-up to 2014, FILI is
working on developing a strong base
of translators who can translate Fin-

land’s three national languages into
a host of other target languages,
with a focus on German. They have
also organized international visits to
Finland for over one hundred overseas publishers in the past few years.
These visits, designed to familiarize
publishers with Finnish literature,
have already yielded a number of
new contracts for translations.
As Guest of Honor, Finland’s
hope is to permanently increase the
number of translations from Finnish works. Considering the international success of Tove Jansson, Sofie
Oksanen and Arto Paasilinna, prospects are good for a small country
already punching above its weight.

The democratic, education-focused goodness of Finland conveyed
by the press conference’s panel is
also reflected in the campaign. Finnish interior and furniture design
graduates have been commissioned
to create the Guest of Honor pavilion—perhaps the first time in the
Fair’s history that the commission
has been given to such early talents.
The Finnland. Cool. promotional
film, shown at the end of the conference, was also made by students.
The press conference ended
with canapes of smoked reindeer on
a dark bread, rounding off this tasty
introduction to a market focus that
will indeed be deeply cool.
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Be there personally when masterminds and decision-makers
talk about the future of publishing.
This blog shows the Book Fair in real time: small and big stories with a wide
range of topics from guest of honour to business model, from self-publishing
to start-up, from new player to nerds, from manga to media convergence.

Visit the Frankfurt
Book Fair blog.

Finland’s Philip Teir on Bilingual Publishing and the Global Novel
Finland is the Guest of Honor at the Frankfurt
Book Fair 2014. Here’s an early conversation with
one of the country’s top up-and-coming authors.
cially Finland-Swedes, also like reading in the other native language, too.
I think that the respective lingual
cultures are apparent in the choice
of subject matter and in style—in
the social perspective. There’s a certain type of Finland-Swedish author
who can’t seem to find their readers
in Finnish, and vice versa, of course.

By Saskia Vogel
Finland’s Philip Teir is a culture
editor, anthologist, and part of the
small Finland-Swedish minority.
Teir’s much anticipated debut novel,
The Winter War: A Novel about Marriage, was published in August by
Natur och Kultur (Swedish-language
edition, Sweden), Schildts & Söderströms (Swedish-language edition,
Finland) and Otava (Finnish-language edition, Finland). It is a tense,
funny depiction of family, globalization, and life’s little disappointments
during a long, cold Helsinki winter
when everyone, as Teir says, is freezing cold, drinking a little too much,
and drifting morally.

Finland is a bilingual country. Can
you tell me a bit about the experience of being published in two
languages in one country? And
how you think your work differs
in nuance, impact, or meaning between the languages?
My last book, a short story collection, was published in Finnish. I
didn’t think it would feel that different to read it in Finnish, but it really
was as if it were written by another
author. But it was also a positive
experience to read your own book
with fresh eyes, in a language you
understand. It’s hard to say exactly
what is different. Language affects
the tone and mood, and that’s even
more apparent in short stories. But
some things actually work better in
Finnish than in Swedish because, in
spite of everything, the action takes
place in Finland.
Does a bilingual publishing culture create a particular kind of
reader? What do you see as the
benefits and challenges of this
publishing culture?
Not everyone in Finland reads
in both languages. Finland-Swedes
read Swedish language books, in
general, and Finnish speakers read
books in Finnish. Some people, espe-

Tell me more about subject matter and style.
A certain kind of language-driven prose can naturally be difficult to
translate to the other language. One
of the last years’ Finlandia winners,
Mikko Rimminen, has been translated to Swedish but doesn’t seem
to have found a big readership. Typically, he is a very language-driven
writer. Monika Fagerholm, one of the
most prominent Finland-Swedish
authors, has been well-received in
Finnish but maybe not in the same
sense that she has been praised in
Sweden. It might have something to
do with language, but also with subject matter—she has always written
about girls’ lives, and it has resonated very well with the Swedish reading audience and with critics.
One of the themes you address in
the novel explores the relationship between the Finland-Swedish and the Finns. What captures
your imagination about the relationship between these two
language/cultural groups? Is it
simply part of setting a novel in
Helsinki?
Yes, it’s quite natural for a book
set in Helsinki, which is a bilingual
environment. But I also have a bilingual background, my mother speaks
Finnish. So that’s the environment I
know, an environment where both
languages are present all the time.
You might speak Finnish at work
and Swedish at home. My book is
written in Swedish, but in reality,
part of the dialogue is in Finnish. It
sounds schizophrenic, but it’s not
strange when you’re used to it.
Your references to the impact of
globalization on health care, the
Occupy movement, and the difficulty of the youngest daughter
Eva in getting her life started feel
very current. What are you responding to in this book? And did
you set out to write a book that
captured the zeitgeist?
I knew I wanted to write a novel
that takes place in Finland around
2010. Funnily enough, books about
the zeitgeist aren’t that common

in Finland. I also wanted it to be a
global novel to a degree, because
I think the sort of family I’m writing about isn’t particularly rooted
in their national identity. They are
part of a kind of global upper middle
class. They have children who study
abroad, who are used to moving in
foreign contexts, who might come
home one day and say that they’re
getting married to a Belgian stockbroker . . . or something. Our generation takes this kind of rootlessness
for granted, but it can also lead to it
being unclear in which context they
should anchor their identity. The
risk is that one becomes a little cog
in a global market economy.

write this story in this style?
I have read Franzen, and I like
his books. I think he has found a
functioning formula for how to write
broad, entertaining prose that also
is deeply engaged with society. He is
also good with families, describing
family dynamics. On the whole, I’ve
read a lot of Anglo-Saxon contemporary literature and could maybe
mention Siri Hustvedt and her novel
What I Loved, because the art world
is a red thread that runs through
my novel. But at the same time it’s
foremost a depiction of Helsinki. A
depiction of a special kind of long,
heavy winter like we’ve had in recent
years. A time when the Finns drink
a little more than usual, when the
moral compass loses its direction a
bit because everyone is freezing cold
all the time and feeling lonely.

I am again and again enthralled
by concise prose and storytelling, by a similar turn, The Winter
War is an expansive, Jonathan
Franzen-like, multi-stranded narrative about a family, its joys, and
discontents. How did you come to
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